
             

Enacting Embodied Mind
(Ongoing Learning and Development)

 I-Philosophy of Creative Mind (Aesthetics)+ II-Phenomenological
Ontology + III-Philosophy of Language + IV-Neuroscience (learning

and development) and V-Philosophy (Ethics) =  VI - Conscious
Philosophy of Modern Cognitive Science (conscious learning and

development)

This  interdisciplinary  new take  on  modern  cognitive  science is  to  broaden the
learning and development perspective. Modern readers, who are at the same time
learners and academic educators, eager to open their minds to carefully sellected
ideas  from  contemporary  modern  cognitive  science  academic  research  are
especially invited to joining in the dialogue. Each chosen expertise section will be
organized in chapters with interactive online content for a publishing trial. After 3
up to 6 months period of time of online existence it will land in the printed verison.
The  good  news  is  that  we  all  have  a  common  purpose,  that  is  popularizing
academic knowledge and adding something positive into our local learning and
development communities across the world! 
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This pop science version of academic/research topics with pictures, drawings
and  arty  images,  is  to  communicate  contemporary  interdisciplinary
philosophical  take  on  ongoing  learning  and  developent,  as  well  as  to
illustrate it in modern interactive way.

Chapters:
 

I - Philosophy of Creative Mind (Aesthetics)

II - Phenomenological Ontology 

III - Philosophy of Language 

IV - Neuroscience (learning and development AI take)

V - Philosophy (Ethics)  

VI - Conscious  Philosophy of Modern Cognitive Science 
        (conscious    learning and development)
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– Introduction -

                                AUTOPOIETIC PHENOMENOLOGICAL COGNIZANT

Enacting Phenomenology of Embodied unique mind in allistic cognitive 
skills daily: perceiving, imagining and remembering.

- Conscious contextual connecting.

Cognitive Phenomenological Philosophy – interactive investigations
 by Karolina (Kala) Karmaza  
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